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A Parallel Transmission Remote Backup System
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Abstract. A parallel transmission remote backup system is presented in this thesis. This system could offer
real-time monitoring for data of user’s disk partition, and transmit the changed data to remote backup server
by parallel approach. When data loss occurs, this system could recover the backup data to the local disk
partition. This system also offer a write order constraints and data consistence check to makesure the data is
correct.
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1. Introduction
The attention of the data security is growing in today’s informatization highly developed society. Data
loss or corruption will bring inestimable loss in many walks of life. The disaster recovery system become
more and more common.
The principle of most remote disaster recovery system is create the backup of target disk on a removable
disk or networked location, data in the target disk and the backup disk become consistent by
resynchronization.
This paper propose a parallel transmission remote backup system[1]. Different from other backup system
is this system uses a parallel transmission and use write order constraints to ensure the data is correct. This
system also offer a data consistency check to make sure the backup data is useful.
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Fig. 1: System module structure

The system is divided into monitoring module, synchronization module, recovery module, packet
transmission module, packet processing module, consistency check module.
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Synchronization module divided into local synchronization module and remote synchronization
module[2]. This module copy target disk data into image disk. Ensure the target disk consistent with the
image disk when the task start running.
Recovery module divided into local recovery module and remote recovery module. When data loss
occurs this module lock the local disk and copy image disk data into target disk. Ensure disk data recovery to
the state before the disaster.
Monitoring module intercepts disk write operation by volume filter driver[3], storage the corresponding
data into the cache on the local server.
Packet transmission module transfer data packet to remote server, use the parallel transmission to
improve the speed.
Packet processing module receive the data packet from the local server. Read information from the
packet and write it into the image. Use write order constraints to response data association and data
dependent.

3. Task Process
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Fig. 2: Task running process

This backup system create task for every target disk, synchronize、monitoring and recover the disk by
operate the task.
User create a task for target disk on the operate platform, then the system create a image disk in the
remote server storage medium. Local synchronization module create a buffer memory for the task to restore
the task information. [4]Remote synchronization module create a image disk in the remote server, then make
the target disk and image disk data consistence by synchronization.
When the synchronization is complete, the monitoring module to begin the monitoring of I/O operate at
the corresponding disk partition, and transfer the monitoring data to remote server by internet.
Data packet processing module read data packet’s information and write it into the image, make sure the
image disk and target disk be data consistence.
When data loss occurs, user begin disaster recover operate. Recover module locking target disk. The data
in the image disk will be copied to the target disk, to make disk data recovery to the state before the disaster.

4. Data Synchronism
Beginning in the monitoring module to monitor the corresponding disk partition, you need to create a
storage medium in the mirror, and through data synchronization to mirror data corresponding to the same
disk partition. The synchronization include complete synchronization and diversity synchronization.
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Fig. 3: Synchronism process

In the beginning of synchronization, local synchronization module partition the target disk into numerous
data block[5]. Suppose the target disk named X, the aggregate Ld include disk X’s data, divided Ld into Ndata block B1 B2 … B n , and content the following conditions:
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Meanwhile, create a data mirroring in the storage image for the task. Suppose the image disk named X' ,
the aggregate Rd include the data of disk X' , divided Rd into M-data block B'1 B'2 … B'm , and content the
following conditions:
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Local synchronization module read data block Bi, add a header file HEAD, HEAD is defined as:
HEAD={CID，TID，NUM}. The CID is the socket file descriptor of the connect the task which the data
block corresponding belongs. The TID is the task id of the task which the data block corresponding. The
NUM is the number of the data block, NUM=i. Sent the data block with header file to the remote server one
by one. Remote synchronization module read the header file first, find the image disk location by CID and
TID, and used NUM to find the corresponding data block in the image disk Bi' which content NUM=i, copy
the data in the Bi into Bi'. When all the data blocks are sent to the remote server and be processed, the data in
the image disk and the target disk be consistency.
The diversity synchronization can be used to improve the speed if the task isn’t first run. The diversity
synchronization got the same data copying process with the complete synchronization. The difference is the
diversity synthronization calculated digest value for all data block before data copy. Define a structure S(Bi)
to store the data block Bi’s digest value. Local synchronization module calculate all the data block both in
the target disk and image disk. Obtain two queue store the digest value S(Bi) from target disk and S(Bi')
image disk. The module compare the value of S(Bi) and the value of S(Bi') with the same number, for
example S(B5) and S(B5'). If the value of S(Bi) and the value of S(Bi') are equal, ignore the data block Bi. In
the opposite case the module transfer the block Bi and copy the data of Bi into Bi', just like the complete
synchronization.

5. Write Order Constraints
After the text edit has been completed, the paper is ready for the template. Duplicate the template file by
using the Save As command, and use the naming convention prescribed by your conference for the name of
your paper. In this newly created file, highlight all of the contents and import your prepared text file. You are
now ready to style your paper.
This system use parallel transmission to enhance transfer speed. The packet order which packet
processing module received isn’t the correct order.
Applications maintain the consistency of their data by keeping track of modifications of their data sets in
special places.
In case of a system crash, the information in these journals is sufficient to bring the data set into a
consistent state again. The application must ensure that the write operation to update the journal is finished
before the update of the associated data set takes place.
The applications use the fsync or the fdatasync[6] system calls to impose write order constraints. By
using these calls the applications are delayed until all pending write requests have been processed.
If the primary node fails, the system have to restart from the current state of the secondary node's disk.
For example, the system don’t need a defined order of the write operations of data blocks B0, B1, B2, B3
and B4, since they were issued before any of these IO requests had been down. But it is possible that the
application issued the write request for block B5 because the write operations of B0 and B3 were finished.
Only the application knows if this is a real write-after-write dependency, therefore we must not violate a
single possible dependency.
This system approach is to keep a history of all recently sent write requests. As soon as a single block of
these finishes IO, a write barrier must be issued, and the history is cleared.
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Fig. 4: Write order constraints

In the above example the blocks B0, B1, B2, B3, and B4 are added to the history set. With the completion
of B3's write operation the history set gets cleared and a write barrier is issued after block B4.
The secondary node can now receive blocks and commit them to its local IO subsystem immediately. If
it receives a write barrier, it waits until all its pending write requests are finished before it processes any
further requests.

6. Data Consistency Checking
After the synchronization has been completed, the consistency checking module checking the data
between target disk and image disk. The definition of data consistency checking as follows:
Target data collection P={a,b,c}, backup data collection P’={a’,b’,c’}. Status of target data collection P
at time Ti is Pi=(ai,bi,ci). Status of backup data collection P’ at time Ti’ is Pi’=(ai’,bi’,ci’).
If Ti =Ti '  Pi =P'i ，means consistency checking pass, Or Ti =Ti '  Pi  P'i means data in the targer disk
and image disk isn’t consistence.

6.1. Algorithm description
Set current monitoring disk data collection is D, remote backup disk data collection is D'. Therefore D'
is a image for D and D  D' is a bijective mapping. Aggregate D1,D2,…Dn is subaggragate of D, D1',D2',…
Dn' is subaggragate of D', and contentment follow conditions:
n
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 Di  D,  Di   ,  Di '  D ',  Di '   .
D  D '  D1  D1 ', D2  D2 ',, Dn  Dn ' .

Define function f(x) to find a summary of the value of the aggregate and get following expression:
D  D '  f ( D1 )  f ( D1 ),, f ( Dn )  f ( D 'n ) .

The formulation of the consistency check is:
Branch A:
Ti  Tj ', Dj  D, Dj '  D ,
i  j  f (Di )  f (Dj ')  D  D ' means the target data as same as the image data, the data consistency

check be successful.
Branch B:
Ti  Tj ', Di  D, Di '  D ,
i  j  f ( Di )  f ( Di ')  D  D ' means the target data and the image data isn’t consistence.

For backup system based on internet, because of net transfer, the change of data collection at time point
T will reflect to the backup data at the Ti '=Ti +ΔT(ΔT>0) time. The fomulation of data consistency check on
the internet is:
Branch A:
Ti  Tj ' T , Dj  D, Dj '  D ,
i  j  f (Di )  f (Dj ')  D  D ' means the target data as same as the image data.

Branch B:
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Ti  Tj ' T , Di  D, Di '  D ,
i  j  f ( Di )  f ( Di ')  D  D ' means the target data and the image data isn’t consistence.

6.2. Consistency check implement
All the data consistency check include volume copy service ， packet transmission module and
consistency check module, it’s follows the process:
Begin consistency check module, require packet transmission module stop transfer data.
Consistency check module make sure the data dispatch is stopped, inform the volume copy service create
a snapshot[7].
The cache get the time of create snapshot, send the data which the store time before create snapshot.
Data consistency check module begin consistency check between local disk and remote disk.
The check complete, inform the volume copy service destroy the snapshot and note packet transmission
module begin transfer data packet.
Data consistency check process like the figure five, Practical application, to achieve the following:
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Fig. 5: Data consistency check

Arranged raw data collection and backup data collection into a progression, accordance with the data
offset at the volume.
Make the data both in the two aggregate to a bijective mapping accordance with the data offset on the
disk.
Divided each aggregate order data into 512 Byte, constitute the aggregate D1,D2, … Dn which is
subaggragate of D, D1',D2',…Dn' which is subaggragate of D'.
Use function f(x) to calculate each aggregate summary value. Compare summary value obtain a result of
data consistency check.

7. Conclusions
This paper introduces a parallel transmission remote backup system. The system can backup local disk
data in remote server. When data loss occurs this system can recover data from remote server immediately.
This system used parallel transmission to enhance synchronization speed, and make sure the data between
local disk and remote disk is consistence.
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